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number DE-FG03-87-ER13752.

I. Studies of Classical Radiation Emission From Plasma Wave Undulators.
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II. Second Year Progress Report. This progress report was subrrfitted to the DOE
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III. First Year Progress Report. This report summarizes the work performed during
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ABSTRACT

We examine the characteristics of the classical radiation emission

resulting from the interaction of a relativistic electron beam that

propagates perpendicularly through a large amplitude relativistic plasma

wave. Such a study is useful for evaluating the feasibility of using

relativistic plasma waves as extremely short wavelength undulators for

generating short wavelength radiation. The electron trajectories in a

plasma wave undulator and in an ac FEL undulator are obtained using

perturbation techniques. The spontaneous radiation frequency spectrum

and angular distribution emitted by a single electron oscillating in these

two undulators are then calculated. The radiation gain of a copropagating

electromagnetic wave is calculated. The approximate analytic results fc,r

the trajectories, spontaneous radiation and gain are compared with 3-D

simulation results. The characteristics of the plasma wave undulator are

compared with the ac FEL undulator and linearly polarized magnetic

undulator.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

This reporthr_ been preparedto provide perspectiveconcerningthepotentialand

desirabilityof developing new microwave andmillimeterradiationsources. Specifically, it

comparesexisting sources, along with several others underdevelopment, to a new con,:eptof
up-conversionby me,_ of a modula,-.edplasma [ref 1,2]. The latterapproachmay lead to a

versatile, compact sources withextreme tunability,perhapsform 30 to 600 GHz in a single
device, compared to roughly factorof two maximumrangefrommore conventional sources.

Frequencyupshiftingmay be a viable generation mechanismfor a varietyof laboratory,
commercial,and militaryapplications.

The reportdraws a comparisonbetween thefundamentalsof the existing sources and

the plasma upshiftedsource. Forthe purposes of thediscussion, the potential parameters

a._sumedfor the shiftedsourceare given in Table 1-1. The frequency upshiftingoccurs when a
plasmais rapidly createdin a volume which initially containsa propagatingEM wave in an

unionized gas. The initial wave is not of sufficient intensity_ fiequency to ionize, and theion
population is created bya second, higher frequencywave. If the plasma is overdense for the

initial wave, then this wave is upshifted to approximatelythe criticalfrequency. The
wavelength shift is adjustablethroughvariationof the plasmadensity. Inthe f'n'st

demonstration, by Joshi[ref 2], a wave of 33 GHz wa_ ,;hiftedapproximatel_y0,35GHz wi[h
-,_ oy---

10 percent efficiency and frequency components to77 GHz were observed.

1"able 1-1

ASSUMED PARAMETERS FOR PLASMA UPSHIFTED
MK,LIMETER WAVE SOURCE

Frequency Range 30-600 GHz

Intrinsic Conversion Efficiency 50% at 30 GHz

of 30 GHz Input 0. I% at 600 GHz

Peak Power I00 kW at 30 GHz

10 W mt600 GHz

Maximum Repetition Rate 10 khz
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One interestingopportunityfor such a source is the abilityto craftwaveformsthrough

rapidmodulationof the plasma fr_uency, leadingto shifts controlled nearlyon a period by I
I

• periodbasis. Similarly, a highly chirpedwave can be formed withsubsequentgenerationof an

ultrashortpulse in some dispersivemedium. Compressedpulses, including those with

additionalmodulationwithin their short length, arcattractingmuchattentionwithin theradar }

_ community,where thepotential benefits [ref3] of such waveformcraftingiuclud_ the detection I
1

stealthtargets. That prospect is generatingvibrantdiscussion with resp_t to the NorthrupB2

I stealthbomberproject [ref4].

.. The report is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a shortsummaryof the

1 capabilityof conventional sources, including discussion of the principles which limit tunability.i,

The assumedcapabilities of the plasma upshifted source arc compared to both solid state and

_'-_ vacuum electronic sources. Section 3 summarizes current applicationsfor microwave and

millimeter waves with emphasis on those requiring tunability. Sections 4 and 5 contain

_! additional information on capabilities and limitations of conventional sources that is not in the] source summary of Section 2.0.

|
I
!
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SECTION 2

CONVENTIONAL SOURCE SUMMARY

A summary of the available sources is shown in Figure 2-1, which also

includes the assumed parameters for plasma upshfft source as previously given. The

existing sources fall into categories of solid state, vacuum electronic, and quantum

devices. As seen in the figure, solid state devices lag the vacuum electronic (tube)

devices by roughly five orders of magnitude in power, and are not in use above

several hundred GHz. The slow-wave tubes involve structure sizes that are generally

less than a wavelength in cross section, and therefore do not scale simultaneously to

high frequency and high power. This constraint is partially avoided with the gyrotron,
which allows a waveguide width of up to several waves. In the free electron laser

(FEL) this constraint of waveguide width is absent entirely, and the active cross

sectionisessentiallyunlimited.The advantagesofthiswithrespecttopowerand

frequencyarcapparentfromthefigureintheInductionLinacFEL curve.The reader

may know thattheFEL wigglerboresizeisoftennarrowedtomake alargemagnetic

fieldpossible,whichwouldapl)cartocontradictthestatementabove.However,the

wigglercan,inpri_ciple,beremovedandreplacedwithacounterpropagatingEM
wave oflow frequency.

2.1 SOLID STATE SOURCES

The solidstatedevicesdominateatlowpower,andatthistimetheonly

opportunityforthesedevicestomove tohigherpowerisby beam combination.There

arcthreebroadtypesofsolidstatemillimeterdevices,twoterminaldevices,

terminaldevices,andharmonicgeneratorsorfrequencymultipliers.Theycovera

frequencyrangetoabout200 GHz atpeakpowersundera hundredwattsasshown in

Figure2-I At much lowerpowerstheycanbcextremelybroadband,leadingto

versatile,generalpurposedevicessuchasspectrumanalyzers.

"lhctwo terminaldevices(e.g.IMPATr andGunn) operateonanegative

differentialresistivity,involvinga timelagbetweencurrentand voltage,whose

fi'cqucncycharacteristicsarcdependentonthespecificconstructionanduseofthe

device.The devicesarcgcncraUyusedinconjunctionwitha resonantcavityasa

meansoffrequencycontrol.Tl_y canbetunedelectronicallyby vcractordiodes

2-I
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througha typical rangeof about 5 percent,andmechanically tunedwith theresonant

cavity througha range of 20 to 30 percent. The tuning range can be dramaticallylarger
ff power andefficiency are unimtxa'tant.

The common threeterminaldevicesareFETs and bipolartransistors. The

FETs operate to 100 GHz, but can producesignificant power only to about 35 GHz,

since the dimensions of the gate at higherfrequenciesare becomingless than a micron.
Bipolar transistorsare in principlecapableof operation at severalhundredGI-I_,but

they havereceived relatively little attentionat high frequenciesbecauseof low gain,
low efficiencies, poor noise figures, and otherdisadvantages comparedto the FET.

The harmonicgeneratorsaregenerallytwo portdevices used in cross guide

configurations in which inputpower enters one port and f_tuency multiplied power

exits the other. These multipliers are capable of 100 mW power levels up to

200 GHz and some power has been obtained to 600 GHz. However, careful tuning

is required to suppress unwanted harmonics. This greatly restricts their tuning range
and therefore they not considered further.

2.2 VACUUM ELECTRONIC SOURCES

The vacuumelectronic devices produceordersof magnitudehigherpowers

thanthe solid state devices, and in somecases operate athigherfrequencies. A simple

summary of the vacuum electronicdevices including their evolutionover the years is
given in Figure 2-2. At lower frequencies the most used and oldest sourcesare the

magnetrons and klystrons. These devices contain critical mechav,ical components for

frequency controland they are in generalnot tunable over more thanseveral percent.

One of the first exceptions to _ tunabilityconstraint was thebackward wave

oscillator(BWO) which providednot only higher frequency operationthan the

klystrons and magnetrons, but is routinelyused over the roughly40% width of

various waveguide bands. The presenthighest frequency demonstration is slightly

over 1200 GHz [ref 22]. With the largeumability, the BWO is rapidlybecoming the

workhorseof the millimeterfrequencyregime. As such it deserves special attentionin

the context of this is report. Figure2-3 shows the available averageoutput power in

the 30 to 1000 GHZ range. This limit is set by the small tube cross section, which is

well underone wavelength. The potential mnability throughout this range is

2-:3
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approximatelyone octave. Pulsed powers [ref 23] have been producedin the35 to

125 GHz region with approximately fourordersof magnitudehigherpower than
shown.

Interestingly, the evolution to shorterwavelength andhigherpowerof the

vacuumdevices is also leading to largertunability. The useof resonantmechanical

cavities in the slow wave devices limits the device size andhenceheat removal,

capability, and of course it also limits the tunability. Partialrelief from thecavitysize

• constraintcame with development of the gyrotron,which does not require a slow

1 wave structttre and allows a mbe cross section of several wavelengths. However, thei)

tunabilityis still lacking since the mode geometrymust becarefullycontrolledto force

I the desired interaction. This is especially critical if radiationat harmonicsof the
J

cyclotron frequency or high mode numbers is desired. The requirementof waveguide

wall proximity will likely limit the ultimate pulsedpower limit of the gymtron to
roughly 100 mW at 100 GH_ and the ultimate frequency maximum is likely less than

] 300 GHz.
Largercross sections (than with the BWO) arealso possible in slow wave

structures. Examples are the Ledatronand the relatedOrotron [Ref 6,14], neither in
widespreaduse. In these devices a grating and facing mirrorform a resonatorwhich

can have many waves of separation. Interactionwith the electronstill requiresproximity to the metal surface, however. The devices have thepotential of roughly an
octave tuning range by using both mechanical and electrical adjustment.

I'i A related broad band device is the Cherenkov laser,which uses a hollow

dielectric waveguide as a slow wave structure. A series of devices have been built andtested by Walsh [ref 7, 20, 21] at 4 mm wavelength and shorter,and one single device
has achieved lasing from 375 to 1000 microns. These differfrom other slow wave

devices discussed above in that no periodic structureis employed. Accordingly the

ultimate tuning range may be extended because the usualstructureof pass and stop

bands associated with the periodic s.tructmes is absent. Capabilitiesof the Walsh
devices are shown in Figure 2-1 as Surface Cherenkov FELs. As with other other

I slow wave devices, proximity to a wall with boundary parallel the the e-beampropagation is still required.

I If no slow wave structure is needed for phase matching, as is the case with the
gyrotron, the necessary mode selection can, in principle, be achieved without surfaces

I close to the e-beam by simply using the end mirrors in an optical cavity geometry. The

t 2-6
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mode is controlledby beammmcation. Removal of the walls removes theattendant

power limitationsif the optical beam is allowed to expand as neededbeforestrikingthe

endmirrors. Such a scheme would be possible with the gyrotronmechanism and

a_ feasible in initial studies [REF9].

With the first_on of the FEL a fastwave resonance mechanismhas been

demonstratedwhich allows electron-photonenergyexchange bothat any wavelength
(in principle)andwithout wall proximity to the e-beam. The abilityto develop large

powers with the FEL shows clearly in Figure 2-1. The FEL has been demonstrated

fi'omcentimeter [ref 15] to ultraviolet[ref 16] wavelengths and even has proponents
for eventual x-rayfacilities.

Unfortunately,there is a significantpenalty associated with the phasematching

as embodiedin the FEL. It suffers from frompropertythat the electronbeammotion

is nearlyorthogonalto the optical E-field, causing weak coupling between the

electrons and photons. The result is poor gain, poor efficiency, or both. In practical

systems, the FEL oscillator is gain starvedas one approaches the lR spectrumfrom the

millimeterdirection,and at longer wavelengthsit is not generallycompetitive with

devices in which the e-beam motion is more aligned with the photonE-field, e.g. the

gyrotron. Virtually noneof the slow wave devices suffer from thisdifficulty, butof

course they are inherently not scalable to largepower or shortwavelength.

Practical considerationshave lead to an FEL which is large,expensive, and

difficult to maintain,at least for the present. Clearly the FEL has yet to be fully

developed, and in the meantimeit carriesgreatpotential while being extremely

specialized. To date the largest tuningrangefor a single device is approximatelya

factorof four, from 9 to 35 micron atLos Alamos [ref 17]. Similar fractional spreads

have since been obtainedin other experiments spanningfrom the UV to 1cm

wavelengths [refs 11,15, 16]. But with its complexity it is doubtful that the FEL will

ever be a popularsource in the millimeterrangeexcept for highpower applications.

Table 2-1 highlights several of the key device characteristicsthat haveoccuned

in the progressionfrom the early microwave devices with extremely limi'_:ltuning

rangeto the more recent shorterwavelengthdevices with muchlargertuningranges.

In this table the slow and fast wave designations refer to whetheror not the phase

velocity of the EM wave is slowed to the velocity of the electrons. The plasmaupshifl

sourceis most closely related to last category listed, as basic mechanism is completely

broadband and wall contact is not a fundamental requirement.

2-7
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SECTION 3
APPLICATIONS INTRODUCTION

The miUimeterwave region, defined approximatelyas 30-300 GHz, is not

seeing the level of researchanddevelopment thatmight havebeen expected some years

ago. With the maturingof the microwave field in the 1960's,there had been a general

expectationthatthe millimeterwave technology would maintainthedevelopment cycle

that that had seen the explosive growth of microwaveradarandcommunications

systems.

Among the expectedadvantages of the millimeter waves as comparedto that

for microwaves are size, cost, and reliability of components, greaterbandwidth,

smallerbeam sizes andimproved angularresolution. The increased interactionwith

atmosphericconstituents was expected to lead to a hostof remote sensing applications.

With the exception of new solid state millimeterwave sources, the widescale

development of millimetercomponenttechnology has yet to occur. Fundamental

components such as waveguides, directionalcouplers, etc arestill generally based on

1950's and 1960's designs, and by microwave standards the performance of many of
these components is poor at the higher frequencies. There is no volume production of

integrated components (e.g. source, receiver, and signal analysis) that could be
expected based on the success of solid state sources.

For the most part the lack of development can be relat_ to low DOD

development funds in these areas, and this in turn is a result of, in some key

applications, bypassing the millimeter region and proceeding directlyto the lR. An

excellent example is the IR missile guidance (e.g. ground- to-air seekers) now being

vigorously pursued. The compact size, applicable optical techniques, and integrated

production techniques available for these components makes them extremely attractive.

The all-weather capability generallyrequiredfor DOD applications cannot,

however, be achieved with lR systems. For example, the now popular mid-IR seeker

systems (2-5 microns)wiUnot function properly in clouds. The millimeter systems

can operate in clouds but not rain, with the result that the highest frequency for

ali-weather capability is the microwave specman up to about 20 GHz. This explains,

in part,why the development efforthas to some extent bypassed the millimeterwave

region.

3-1



3.1 CRAFTED WAVE IMPULSE APPLICATIONS

There is a new trend developing in military and other applications in the

• microwave to IR range that is particularly relevant to the context of this report. It falls

under the general heading of complex waveforms, including simultaneous or

• - sequential use of discrete frequencies, waveforms heavily modulated in frequency and
amplitude, and even ultra wideband emission with bandwidth approaching unity,

Such waves can be crafted with the plasma upshift technique, in principle, and as one

i_I procex.As to higher frequencies from microwaves, plasma upshifting may offer

waveform control that is not possible through other means.

i ! The ultra wide bandwidth (UWB) field is entirely new, and the applications are

still quite speculative. It is generating considerable interest as it applies to radar in
"3

_J general [ref 3], and detection of stealth systems such as the B2 bomber in particular
[ref 4]. The wide bandwidth may be associated with a large frequency chirp in a long

_J wave train, an unchirped wave only a few cycles long, or a short wave of several
cycles which is also heavily phase and amplitude modulated. Among the advantages

claimed for UWB radar over conventional radar are

1) Higher range resolution

2) Improved target identification capability

il 3) De_on of low observable (stealth) targetsI
I

4) Improved penetration (earth, foliage, rain, walls) capability
5) Rejection of clutter through range gating

6) Reduced sensitivity to electronic countermeasures

I At frequencies up to several GHz it possible to craft arbitrarywaveforms witha class a techniques which can be called Frozen Wave Generators. The concept, as

depicted in Figure 3-1, begins with a transmission is segmented into short sections

I whose center conductors are electrically isolated. These sections may be charged on a
long timescale to various different voltages, after which the individual sections of the

I transmission are quickly connected. A wave begins propagating within the line in both
directions at the time of connection. The complexity of the wave, or equivalently the

3
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Figure 3-1. Frozen Wave GeneratorConcept. Running waves of arbitraryshape
arc launched ff switches arc closed simultaneously after charging of
individual transmission line sccdons to different, predetermined
potendals.
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i i highest frequency components, is limited only by the length of the individual segments

and the switching speed. Unidirectional transmission is possible if the currents as well

as potentials of individual sections are pre-established.

The switch technology is obviously a key element. A bulk avalancheI semiconductor (BASS) switch is in development [ref 18] that can be triggered with

power lasers and which then continues m conduct until the current flow stops As the

desired frequency increases the components must become smaller and an increasing

fraction of the transmission line is occupied by the switches. The swfich size then

becomes the frequency limiting element, even if the switch speed is still appropriate.
This likely limits the BASS switch technique to UWB radarat frequencies below

[l 10 GHz.

The plasma upshift technique may provide a means to create crafted waves at

_] still higher frequencies. One concept for modulated shifting with the plasma is based
on modulation of the plasma f_luency by modulation of the UV ionizing intensity.

_] This scheme is best applicable to the cases where it is desired to create a millimeterwavetrain with a monotonic upshift in frequency, i.e. a wavetrain with the lowest

frequency components at the front and progressively higher frequency components as

_ one moves through the train.

The plasma density, and therefore the fi'equency of the output wave, istemporally modulated according to the intensity of the UV ionizing wave. Under

conditionsforwhichtheelectron-ionrecombinationtimeislongerthanthelengthof

U theincomingUV pulse,sayI0l_riods ofthemillimeterwave,andtheionizedspecies

isnotsaturated,thentheplasmacreatednearthewindowhasanincreasingdensityfor

the ofinterest.The millimeter emergingfromthewindow willbeatperiod wave

approximately the plasma frequency. The plasma density is simply related to the time

integrated optical flux, so that

Intensityuv(t)dt] 1/2I tamm wave mp
N

I The intensity temporal profile can bc controlled to generate a desired temporal history

of the output wave.

I
I
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An implementation schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3-2. This scheme is

applicable to control of short wave trains, like those of interest to the radarresearch

community. The input UV ionizing pulse is shown on the right hand side. This pulse

is assumed to be have a predictable temporal profile and would have a pulse length of

roughly I0 periods of the millimeter wave, perhaps I00 ps in a 3 cm pulse length.

This pulse is in a plane wave thatuniformly illuminates the Bundled-Rod Pulse

Shaper. The rods arc simple delay lines according to their length. The distribhtion of

lengths controls the ternporal power profile of the transmitted UV pulse. The rods

locations in the bundle are not critical, and if there is a large number _s well as random

location within the bundle, the transmitted beam will be roughly homogenized in the

transverse dimension. Without homogenization, spatial variation in the density of the

upshifting plasma would occur.

Transverse homogenization is further assured by the additional optical elements

shown. This arrangement homogenizes without significant loss of photons, and

obviates the need for randomly distr;.butingthe delay lines. It is related to that devised

by Phalen ct al [ref 12]. "lhc Image Separation Lens Array separates the wave into a

number of discrete point s,mrces. Light from those point sources is transformed, to the

far field and combined spatially by the Far-Field Homogenizing Lens. The

combination occm, s in the spatial plane labeled Object Plane. Light from each point

source is mapped evenly within the high intensity area of the crossing. This plane is

relayed to the Image Plane near the front of the plasma upshift cell. Reasonable

uniformity of illumination is requir_ over a plasma volume that contains the length of

the wavetrain to be crafted. If this condition is not met, reflections internal the plasma

will complicate the output waveform. Output miJlimeter radiation emerges from the

same end of the ccU the UV enters, and is separated by a dichroic splitter. Fine wire

mesh is suitable for the millimeter frequencies.

3.2 OTHER APPLICATIONS

A very concise summary of currentnuUimeter and microwave applications is

given in Table 3-1. The area of both largest dollar expenditure and largest application

growth is the military. Here the traditional applications have been ,-'adarand
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communications, but now extremely rapid and intensive development is underway

across a broad range of smart munitions and munitions delivery systems. This

includes the various aircraft, ship, and battlefield missiles which have onboard

track_gcapability.

Most of the high growth area in millimeter and microwaves can be traced to the

development of IMPATI" diode sources. The IMPATI' is employed in the majority of

applications where size, weight, cost, and reliability are factors and where low'power

is acceptable. A_reaswithout these criteria, such as plasma diagnostics with millimeter

waves, has seen less dramatic growth in recent years. Nearly ali of the non-research

applications are found at 95 GHz or below, and not surprisingly, the maturity of

component technology falls rapidly above that point.

The 95 GHz frequency corresponds to one of the atmospheric windows that

are seen in Figure 3-3. Here the dominant frequencies of interest are seen to be

centered around 35, 94, 140, and 220 GHz. These frequencies of course correspond

to low absorption. The molecular oxygen absorption peak at 60 Ghz is also of special

interest, precisely because of the absorption; it allows a secure communications with

limited o_ity for interception. The precise attenuation desired can be controlled

by variation of frequency within the wing of the absorption feature.

Table 3-1
DOMINANT USES oF THE _MI'.I'._R AND MICROWAVE

SPECTRUM

Instrumentation/Diagnostics
Electronics
Plasma
Gas

Basic Physics
Spectroscopy

Device Characterization
Radiometry

Meteorological Measurements
Astronomical

Radar
Meteorological
Atmospheric
Astronomical
Aixvraft
Ship
Automotive
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Radar, Military
Weapons Guidance
Battle Field Sensors
Electronic Countermeasmcs

Proximity Indication
Communications
Remote Sensing

Many of the applications of Table 3-1 have been developed to use narrow band

sources, some with temporal pulsed format and some continuous wave. They are

not, in their present embodiment, particularly well matched to the capabilities of newer

broadband sources, including the plasma wave upshifter. A second application list is

given in Table 3-2 to specifically identify the potential for wide-band and tunable

pulsed sources.

Table 3-2

APPLICATIONS REQUIRING BANDWIDTH, TUNABILITY, AND

MODERATE POWER

High Power Component Development

General lack of high performance components for mm waves, existing

components based on scaled microwave designs

Meteorological and Atmospheric Measurements

Multi-wavelength measurements have potential to increase information

content

Radar

Multi-frequency, impulse, and crafted wave

increased target discrimination capability,

less susceptibility to countermeasures

Electronic countermeasures

large development effort in military spurted by

measure/counter-measure competition, largely based on

complex wave techniques. Also sought is means to extrapolate

these techniques from microwave to mm



Earth resource exploration

multi-fr_uency techniques have potential to increase
information content

[] Plasma Diagnostics

Wide frequency range will measure largerplasma variations ,
Gas Diagnostics

N Multi-fi'cquencysensing yieldmore
will information

] Ultra Short Pulse Generation (Starting with Chirped Source)

Applications include basic physics and impulse radar

D
High Frequency Network Analysis

Little network analysis equipment available over 100 GHz, does not
require high power

0
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SECTION 4

SOLID STATE SPECIFICS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Solid state millimeter sources (SSMS), like most solid state devices, have three

particular advantages over "mbe" type millimeter sotav.cs: low cost, high reliability,

and simplicity of operation. Due to their low power capability, SSMS's were confined

to local oscillator type applications until after 1980 when higher power devices and

suitable power combining techniques began to appear. Although SSMS's have low

power capability, there are many applications which do not need high power but

require small, lightweight devices. For higher power applications, solid state device

will not be able to compete until phased array techniques are extended to millimeter
waves.

Figure 4-1 shows a comparison between the three types of millimeter sources:

solid state, vacuum electronic (tube), and quantum effect devices (lasers). It can be

seen by this figure that solid state devices cannot compete with other sources in the

millimeter band (30 - 300 GHz) for high power (> 100 Watts) applications.

There are flu-eebroad categories of solid state millimeter sources: two terminal

devices, three terminal devices, and harmonic generators or frequency multipliers.

Two terminal devices are basically negative differential resistivity devices (IMPATI',

Gunn, eta.). Three terminal devices have basic transistor structures (FET, Bipolar,

etc.). Harmonic generators or fiv.,quency multipliers, in the millimeter band, most

typically, use a nonlinear capacitor (varactor) or nonlinear inductor (ferrite). The

highest power devices, to date, are the two terminal devices such as the IMPATr or

Gunn device. Figure 4-2 shows a comparison between several solid state devices.

Frequency multipliers are not shown in Figure 4-2 because the demonstrated output
powers have been on the order of a few to tens of miUiwatts.

Figure 4-3 shows a qualitative comparison of several solid state millimeter

sources. While IMPATr devices have higher power capabilities at high frequencies,

Gunn devices have a much better noise figure at medium powers and FETs are

probably best suited for low frequency, low noise applications.
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of Solid Stat_ Sources (Reference 31).
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i i

Characteristic Amplifier Type
iidH

Operation frequency FET < BARITT < Gunn < IMPATT

Bias voltage FET < Gunn < BARITI" < IMPATT

Efficiency BARITr < Gunn < IMPATT < FET

... Noise figure FET < BARITT < Gunn < IMPATT

I Power BAR/Tr < FET < Gunn < IMPATT
,

'I Gain x bandwidth BARITT < IMPATT < Cnmn < FET
Stability BARITT < IMPAT"I" < Gunn < FET

! iii i

t]

i1
Figure 4-3. Qualitative Comparison of Solid State Source Characteristics

!1 (Reference 31).
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Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show two methods of using semiconductordevices for millimeter

sources. Figure 4-4 shows applicationof a two terminaldevice in an oscillator

configuration. Whena voltage is appliedto the device, it beginsto oscillate at the

frequencydefined by theresonantcavity and the device parameters. Figure 4-5 shows

how such a device could used for amplificationof a signal. It can be noted here that

solid state devices arelow voltage devices (few volts) and the two terminaldevices

_tuire a bias voltage to operate.
II)

This paper will review severalnotabledevice structures,their respective

capabilities, and most typicalapplicationsfor the devices. A shortreview of power

combining techniqueswill be given. And, finally, some informationabout

manufacturersof these devices will be presented.

4.2 IMPATT DIODES

The IMPATr diode is perhapsthe most common of the two terminaldevices.

As noted in the introduction,IMPATrs can producehigher powersat the high end of

themillimeter band thananyother solid state device. The wordIMPATF is an

acronymfor "impactionizationavalanche transittime". IMPATr diodes use both

avalancheand transittimeeffects to producea negative differentialresistance.

Negative differentialresistance arisingfrom transittime in semiconductorswas

first considered by Shockley in 1954 [ref 24]. The first observation of the IMPATr

oscillation was reported in 1965 [ref 25]. Since that time, IMPATI' devices have

developed into the mostpowerful of the solid state millimeter devices. Although they

are capable of high power operation, [MPA'ITs produce a relatively large amount of

noise and require great care in circuit design to avoid detuning or burnout [ref 26].

A number of different IMPATr effect devices have been developed but all have

basically the same operational physics. Typically, the device is biased slightly into

avalanche breakdown by an externalvoltage. Avalanche electrons, which are

generated near the p+ region, drift across the n region with a transit time determined by

the device parameters. This transit time causes the currentto lag the voltage, and

oscillation is possible if the delay exceeds one quarter cycle [ref 27]. This transittime

effect associated with the avalanche electrons give rise to the negative differential

resistivity. In oscillators (amplifiers)the oscillations begin with thermal noise (signal)

and is sustained by the negative differential resistivity effect combined with the
resonant circuit.
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CIRCULATOR
INPUT OUTPUT

,_ CAVITY
I WITH

DIODE

(a)

CIRCULATOR

INPUT OUTPUT

......... i

TRANSFORMER

L Rs Rd •
(-_

(b)

Figure4-5. TypicalAmplifierConfigurationUtilizingSolidStateElement
(Reference28).
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Therearemanymanifestationsof the IMPATI"effect in semiconductordevices. The

basic structuresinclude: Readdiode, one-sided abruptp-n junction, two-sided (double
t drift) diode, hi-lo andlo-hi-lo diodes (modified Readdiode), and p-i-n diode (Misawa

diode). Figure 4-6 shows two types of IMPATI"structures:the single-driftor
one-sided and the double-driftor two-sided diodes. In the one-sided structure,

electronscarrythe current.This allows the device to operateat very high frequencies

,_ due to the highmobility of electrons. The two-sided structureuses both holes _md
electrons to carrycurrentand is, therefore, moreefficient st lower frequenciesbecause

] of the greatercurrentdensitycapability. Details of the physics of these devices can befound in references 28-30,

_l IMPATI"devices are capable of operatingovers fm:luency rangewhich
theoretically can extend up to 1000 GHz althoughrealistic (useful power)operation

can only be expected up to about 300 GHz. For CWdevices, thermal issues requirediamond heatsinks st frequencies above 100 GHz (Power limit males like I/f). For

both pulsed and CW devices, high frequency operationis limited by the criticalelectric

field and the sam_rationvelocity (Power limit scales like l/f2). Figure 4-7 andFigure

4-8 shows the power capabilityof IMPATI' devices as a function of frequencyfor

I] pulsed and CW devices respectively. Note the 1/f thermal at frequencies and
limit low

the 1/f2 electronic limit at higher frequencies.

The vast majorityof devices fabricatedto datehave been made of silicon.
Silicon devices are most poplar because they arebasedon an extensive data base of

II for the GaAs devices have been built but to be limitedknowledge technology. appear

to lower frequencies.

U As can be seen in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, the highest power availablefrom a
single pulsed device (in themillimeter band) is about30 watts and the highest available

E from a CW device is about 2 watts. Power combiners have been used in both
power

pulsed and CW applications. The highest pulsedpower available from anIMPATI"

I combiner is 63 watts (at 94 GHz) and 10 watts of power has been obtainedby a CWcombiner.

I The efficiency of practical devices is controlled by a number of issues: space
charge effect, reverse saturation current, series resistance, skin effect, saturation of

I ionization rate, tunneling effect, intrinsic avalancheresponse time, andminority cartier
storage effects [ref 25]. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to address all of

I these issues, Figure 4-9 indicates the sum effect of these factors. Figure 4-9 shows

| 4-8
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and Raytheon (Reference 27).
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the efficiency of both GaAs and silicon IMPATI" devices (as well as Gunn devices) as
a function of frequency. Again, GaAs devices have not been fabricated for

fi'cquencies which extend very far into the millimeter band. Silicon devices have an

efficiency of around 10 percent for frequencies between 30 and 1(30GHz. After 100

GHz, the efficiency begins to roll off very quickly.

Because the physical process in an IMPATI" diode is an avalanche effect,

IMPATI" diodes have a relatively high amount of noise. This noise is due to _c

statistical nature of the avalanche process. This limits the signal input level to the

diode in an amplifier configuration. GaAs devices have been found to have

significantly less noise than silicon devices [Icf 28].

Frequency stability for IMPATI" oscillators is typically on the order of-5xl0 -5

per degree Celsius. Power output variation is on the order of- 0.005 dB per degree

Celsius. This amount of frequency variation is not acceptable for applications such as

coherent and Doppler radars, molecular astronomy, communications, spectroscopy,

and instrumentation without some method of stability improvement [ref 31]. Methods

are available which allow the frequency stability to be improved. These methods

include: cavity stabilization, injection locking, and phase locking. Cavity stabilization

is generally very difficult and expensive at millimeter wavelengths. Several cavity

techniques are practiced and include: cavity temperature control, high Q cavities,

frequency discrimination (filtering), and automatic frequency control. Injection

locking is a popular technique. Using this technique, f'requency stabilities on the order

of the injector stability can be achieved although the oscillator must have a low Q.

Phase locking combines the advantages of both cavity stabilization and injection

locking without the low Q requirement. Phase locking can be accomplished by

adjusting the bias voltage or using a varactor to tune the cavity.

Chirp occurs in IMPATI's due to junction temperature changes during

operation. This can be compensated by ramping the applied device current in the right
proportion to balance the heating effects.

The frequency of IMPATI" oscillators can be varied over a relatively wide

range. Varactor diodes can be used to vary the operating frequency up to about

50 GHz. Varactor diodes can provide a tuning range of about 3 GHz. Above

50 GHz tuning of the IMPATI' oscillator is accomplished by adjustment of the bias

voltage. Using this technique, tuning range is limited to a few percent. Mechanical

4-13



,_ tuning is possible, although at a much slower ram. Using mechanical tuning it is

possible to tune the IMPATr over a bandwidth of 20 to 30%.

Typical applications of IMPATT diodes include: phased arrayradar, tracking

radar, active seekers, tank fire control radar,and tactical communications. In these

!] applications, lifetimes of more than 2x106 have been predicted [reZ31].

Finally, Figure 4-10 shows two typical packages for IMPATr diodes.

4.3 GUNN DIODES

The second most common solid state millimeter source is the Gunn oscillator.

It, too, is a two port device but its physical mechanism for generating millimeter waves

II _e_ from that of the IMPATr diode. The Gunn device is based upon a bulk effect

as opposed to a junction effect as in the IMPAT]" diodes. In 1963, Gunn discovered

_- _ that coherent microwave output was generated when a de electric field was applied
across a randomly oriented, short, n-type sample of GaAs or InP that exceeded a

= _ critical threshold value of several thousand volts pcr centimeter [ref 32]. Since that
time, Gunn oscillators have become well re_ for their ability to produce

moderate power microwaves in the millimeter band with very low noise content.
Like IMPATr diodes Gunn devices operate via the negative differential

resistivity effect. Gunn devices have been placed in the category of transferred
electron devices ('rED) because the negative differential resistivity effect is produced

U by the transference of electrons from one energy state to mother. This particular effectis called the Gunn effect or the Ridley-Watkins-Hilsum effect. Basically, conduction

band electrons gain energy from the applied electric field and transfer from a low

energy,highmobilitystatetoahighenergy,low mobilitystate(seeFigure4-1I).

This reduction in carrier mobility with increased electric field gives rise to the negative

I differential resistance. This effect becomes significant if the applied electric field
exceeds a certain threshold value. This value for GaAs is on the order of 3-5 KV/cm

" I and for InP it is about 10 KV/cm. Neither silicon nor germanium exhibit this
behavior.

- I Although Gunn devices are capable of producing moderate millimeter band
powers, most designers tend to use these devices for local oscillators in receivers

I because of their extremely low noise content. Figure 4-12 shows a comparison of
noise measures for several semiconductor devices. Although the noise figures for

I
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Figure 4-10. Typical Packages for IMPATI" Diodes (Reference 28).
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Figure 4-11. Simplified Schematic Diagram of the Energy I._v¢ls in a GunnOscillator, Negative Resistance Results When Can'icrs at= Excited Into

U the Higher Energy, Low Mobility I_vcl (Reference 31).
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Figure 4-12 arefor frequencies up to 12 GHz, it does give arelative indication of the

. noise performanceof Gunn (TED)devices compared to IMPATF diodes.

Gunn devices are capable of operatingover a wide range of frequencies. GaAs

' • devices are capableof operating up to 100GHz. _tion above this frequency is

I limited by thecarriermobility. InPdevices appearto have anupperfrequencylimit of

_n 200GHz becauseofthehighermobilityofcarriersinInP.Atlowerpowerlevels,
• i Gunn devices can be used with frequencymultipliers to go as high as 230 GHz. This

abilitytooperatewithfrequencymultipliersisduetotheverylownoiseofGunn, 4b

andCW GaAs devicesandInPdevices.PulsedGaAs deviceshaveoperatedupto20

1 WaRs at 30 GHz (400 milliwatts at 90 GHz) and up to 400 mitliwatts at 30 GHZ (70
i l

milliwatts at 95 GHz) in a CW mode. InP devices have operated in a CW mode at

j power levels up to 500 miUiwatts at 40 GHZ(100 miUiwaRsat 100 GHz). PulsedInP devices are capable of producing 6 wars of power at 30 Hz and 300 miUiwatts of

power at 90 GHz.

Figure4.9showstheefficiencyofGunndevices.Theenergyrelaxationtime

duetocollisionsandtheacceleration-decelerationtimerequiredforanelectrontogainorlosetheenergyseparatingtheenergylevelsarelowerbyafactoroftwoforInP

thanforGaAs.ThisshouldmaketheInPdevicesabouttwiceasfastorthefrequency

.'_ limitabouttwiceashighasGaAs.Also,thethermalconductivityofInPis25%
greaterthanGaAs.Thismeansthatthedevicecanoperateatlowertemperatmes.In

II general,InPoscillatorscanproduceafactoroftwohigher thanGaAs andthepowers

efficiencyofInPdevicesisafactorofthreehigher.Nevertheless,Gunndevicesare

not as efficient as IMPATr devices at the same frequency except at the lowest
frequencies in the millimeterband.

OperationofthesedevicesarethesameasIMPATr devicesasfarasphysical
(circuit)configurationisconcerned(seeFigures4-4and4-5) Furthermore,the

U comments relative to IMPATr tuning ability applies to these devices, also. Namely,for frequencies below 50 GHz varactors can be used for a tuningrangeon the order

of three GHz. Above 50 GHz, bias tuningcan be used to achieve a frequencyrange

'_ of a few percent.

LikeIMPATr devices,thefrequencystabilityofGunndiodesisontheorderof-Sx10"5pcrdegreeCelsiusor-5MHz pcrdcgrccCelsiusat100GHz. Stability

|
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can, also, be improved using injection locking or phase control techniques. Power

_., output variationfor typicalcommercial devices is on theorderof -0.04 dB per degree
Celsius [ref 31].

• i Packaging for Gunndevices is similarto thatof IMPATr devices (see Figure
i 4-10). Fabricationof Gunndiodes is less complicated thanIbIPATI' devices (because

they arebulk devices as opposed to junctiondevices) andare, therefore,less

! expensive, although, the Gunn bulk materialmust be verypure and freefrom/tefects.

"3 4.4 TUNNEL DIODES

Although IMPA'ITs and Gurmdevices aretheprincipalsolid state millimeter

] otherdevices have been used for millimeter
wave soul-es, several to some degree

wave applications. The tunneldiode is another two terminalnegativedifferential

resistivity device used to generatemillimeterwaves. Tunnel diodes were discovered inU
1958 by Esaki [ref 33] andwere actuallythe first negative resistanceactive

?] semiconductordevice used atmicrowave frequencies [ref 34]. While limited in power
to a few milLiwatts,thesedevices found use as low noise amplifiers. Since the

development of Gurmand IMPATr sourcestunneldiodeshave receivedlittle

_1 attention.

_] A tunneldiode is a negative resistancedevice which consists of a simpleheavily doped l>njunction. Figure4-14 shows the static voltage and current

relationships for a tunneldiode. As a forwardbias voltage is appliedto the diode,

Ii electronsbegin to tunnel from the n side of the junction to unoccupied states on the p
side. As the voltage is increased further,there are fewerunoccupied states on the p

_] side currentdecreases. As the voltage is increasedfurtherstill, the currentdue to
so

tunneling goes to zero and the currentwhich flows is due to normal thermalcurrent

flow. The decline in currentwith increasedvoltage gives rise to the negative- differentialresistance effect.

El Oscillations in tunnel diode circuits have been reported up to 103 GHz at
power levels of microwatts [ref 35]. Although tunnel diode technology is not

_] consideredviableforgenerationofmillimeterwaves(becauseoflowpowerlevels),
thediodesareusefulindetectorsmixers,andotherapplications.
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Figur¢ 4-14. Tunnel Diode Characteristics. (a) Static currant-voltage characteristics

of a typical tunnel diode. Ip and Vp arc the peak current and peak
voltage, respectively. Iv and Vv am the valley current and valley
voltage, respectively. Co)The static characteristic is broken down into

three current components. (Reference 28)
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4. $ TUNNETT DIODES:

Because IMPATr diodes have such highnoise figm'es,several alternative

mechanisms have been proposed to reduce the noise. The TUNNETT (Tunnel

I InjectionTransitTune) hasbeen proposed as such a device. A TUNNETF is a device
:'" with a highly doped p+-njunctionwhich relies on atunnelingprocess to inject carriers

throughthejunction. Fromthere the cardersundergoa driftor transittimeeffectwhich gives rise to negativedifferential resistivity. Because the carriersare in_eaed
by the tunnelingprocess,the devices have a much lowernoise figure thanavalanche

H injected devices. Also because of the lower dispersioneffect associatexlwith tunneling
injection, it is estimated thatthe device can be operatedup to about 1000 GHz and

!] beyond withhigher efficiencies than IMPATr diodes [ref 36].

'rUNNE'_s should be able to operate in the frequency range of 100 to

Although only a laboratory at this time, they have
800 GHz. the is dev/_.e

the potential of high efficiency operationat submillimeterwavelengths, possibly on the

orderof 5%at 500 GHz [ref 37]. TUNNZITs have been fabricated which operate
from 100 to 248 GHz [ref 38] and 0.12% efficiency has been observed at 338 GHz

[ref 39]. TUNNET'Fs aredifficult to fabricate because of the requiredabruptjunction

doping profile.

_] 4.6 BARITT DIODES

r] BarrierInjection TransitTime devices are like TUNNETTs in thatthey try to
avoid the high avalanche noise generated in IMPATTdevices. BARITr operationwas

first reported by Coleman and Sze in 1971 [ref40]. These devices rely on thermal

minority carrierinjection (holes) and diffusion acrossa forwardbiasedbarrier.The
BARITr device is basically a backto back pairof diodes biased into reachthrough

U condition. Because this is not at. avalanche BARHTs have a much
process process,

lower noise figure than IMPA'ITs. BARITT diodes tend to be low in power and

E efficiency buthave good signal to noise performance, and are useful as local
oscillators in microwave receivers for use in Doppler radarapplications such as

n intrusion alarms, industrial surveillance, and anficollision radars.
B_ diodes have been fabricatedat 29 GHz with a power level of 4

I milliwans and an efficiency of 0.5% [ref41].



4.7 TRAPATT DIODES

Trapped Plasma Avalanche Triggered Transit Time devices were first reported

by Prager, et al in 1967 [ref 42]. These devices have the potential to be very high

efficiency devices. In reality, they are high efficiency devices but for reactive loads

only. This comment can be best understood after a brief discussion of the operation of

TRAPATrs. Under ideal conditions, a negative resistance diode would produce a

square wave voltage and current with both waveforms 180 degrees out of phase. The

TRAPATT comes very close to this ideal situation. The device is reversed biased in to

avalanche breakdown. A electron/hole plasma is formed and the voltage collapses

across the device. Current flows through the device with a low voltage drop. As the

plasma is swept out of the diode (by current flow), the current becomes very low and

the voltage rises to a high value. Evenmall 3 the reactive energy stored in the load

raises the voltage across the de,Ace until brea. "_iownoccurs and the process is

repeated. Without a reactive load, the device efficiency is severely degraded.

TRAPATI's have very high noise figures but can operate at very high average

powers at low frequencies. Operation of TRAPATFs appear to be limited to the

lowest frequencies of the millimeter band at 0est. TRAPATI" amplifiers and oscillators

are very complex and are not used extensively in any application.

4.8 MITATT DIODES

The M1TATI' oscillator is a device which uses both tunneling and impact

ionization effects to generate carriers. This makes the device a cross between an

IMPATr and TUNNETI" device. Elm, et al. have reported a 150 GHz MITATI"

which when operated in CW m,xte produced about 3 miUiwat_ of power [ref 43].

Like TUNNEITs these devices should be able to operate with reasonable efficiencies

in the range of 100 to 800 I-Iz.

4.9 DOVETT DIODES

Although there are no experimental results from DOVETT (double velocity

transit time) devices, efficiencies in excess of 25% have been predicted [ref 28].

DOVE'ITs are related to BARFITs except the velocity of carriers near the injection

contact is significantly less than near the collection contact (in the DOVEI'F device).

The negative resistance of a DOVETT can be very. high and can operate without a
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barrierinjection delay. This allows the device to operate at a higher DC bias than

_ BARFFFs. These advantages give DOVEITs a higher efficiency and probably a

capability to operate well into the millimeter range of frequencies.

t
i! 4.10 FET'S AND BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS

! Field effect transistors have been shown to operate up to 110 GHz [ref 44].]. Although power devices are not available which are capable of producing millimeter

waves, FETs are especially useful for low noise amplifiers and millimeter wave

_] integrated circuits for direct signal processing. FET oscillators have _ted at 12%

efficiency at 35 GHz which compares favorable with the efficiency of IMPATI"

II devices at the same efficiency [ref 44].

The most common FET strucune for millimeter wave applications is the

MESFET (metal semiconductor FET). A recent development is the MODFET
(modulation doped FET) which promises to improve the noise figure of FETs above

] that of MESFETs [ref 45]. Currently there are no results for MODFETs in the
millimeter band.

I] transistors, while of in the millimeterBipolar theoretically capable operating

band, suffer from serious consideration because of the many advantages that FET

devices have over bipolar's including: higher voltage and current gain, higher
efficiency, lower noise figure, higher operating frequencies, and higher input

4.11 HARMONIC GENERATORS

J Solid state diodes have been used in cross guide configurations to achieve

U frequency multiplication. Multipliers are usually two port devices in which inputpower enters one port and frequency multiplied power exits the other port. These

multipliers are capable of high efficiency operation (15% to 35%) at powers

U approachingI00miUiwattsat180GHz byusingcarefullytunedgeometriesto

suppressharmonics.Becausethesemultipliersaretunedsocarefully,thefrequency

U cannot be varied over more than about one tenth of one Useful haspercent. power

been obtained from these multipliers up to about 600 GHz [ref 27].

U



4.12 POWER COMBINING

Because solid state devices have many advantages over vacuum electronic

devices except for power capability it would be advantageous to combine the power of

several solid state sources. There are two basic methods for power combining: circuit

combiningand device combining.

Circuits (oscillators or amplifiers) can be comb_ in three ways: N- way

combining, tree or chain combining, and hybrid approaches. N-way devices are

combiners which combine the power of several devices (oscillators or amplifiers) in a

cavity or nonresonant structure. The diodes lock together due to intermode coupling

provided by the resonator (see Figmx:4-15). These combiners can have efficiencies

which exceed 99% at frequencies up to 300 GI-_ Examples of tree and chain

structures are shown in Figure 4-16. These structures require several stages of

combining and are therefore not as efficient as N-way combiners. Hybrid combiners

can be used with a small number of devices. CMrrenOy, about four diodes can be
combined at 140 GHz.

The device combining technique combines semiconductor devices at the chip

level. The devices are clustered in an area which is small compared to the wavelength

of the generated wave. Stabilizing capacitors must be used in many of the chip

combiners adding somewhat to the complexity. Efficiency of 82% has been achieved

at 40 GHz using a multichip combiner. Further work in this area needs to be done

before its full potential can be evaluated.

4.13 MANUFACTURERS [REF 46]

Millimeter wave silicon, GaAs IMPATr, and Gunn devices are available from

Hughes, Raytheon, and Varian. Hughes has a complete catalog of silicon IMPATr

diodes up to frequencies of 140 GHz. NEC and Thomson CSF have commercial

devices up to 94 GHz. GaAs IMPATr diodes are not available because of

reproducibility concerns.

GaAs Gunn devices are available commercially from Varian, Central

Microwave, M/A Com, Hughes, Alpha-TRG, and Plessey. High power InP Gunn

devices are not commercially available although Varian will make them on a special
basis.
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Hughes is the major supplier of millimeter wave transmitter and receiver components.

- Alpha-TRG is a major supplier of receiver components.
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SECTION 5

VACUUM ELECTRONICS SPECIFICS

This sectionpresentsa short summaryof vacuumelecuvnic devices that

supplements the overview of that topic in Section 2.2. To begin with, it is useful to

broadlycategorizethevariousdevicesin sothattheirc_sfics andpo*endai,
particularly the tunability, can be understood. F'_t, a most basic technical point

concerns electron-photon energyexchange. To uansfcrenergy from the e-beam to the

photon EM mode, matchingis requiredbetween the EM phase velocity andthe

velocity of the space chargebunches of the e-beam. Since the e-beam moves with less

than the velocity of light,either the optical wavemust be slowed or the effective speed

of the e-beam increased. Devices in which the electromagneticphase velocity is
slowed are called slow wave devices, and the others are fast wave devices.

5.1 CONVENTIONAL SLOW WAVE DEVICES

The heartof the slow wave device is the slow wave structure. Several

examples are shown in Figure 5-1 along with the names of the devices in which they

are typically found. In these conventional, maturedevices, the structureis fabricated

of metal and has transverse dimensions comparable to the fi'ee space wavelength. It

can be thought of as a waveguide. If the internal surface of the waveguide were

smooth, then the phase velocity would always exceed the velocity of light, renderingit

useless for exchanging electron and photon energy. However, by loading the

waveguide with periodicdisruptions, the phase velocity can be adjusted to values less

than the lightvelocity.

If the disruptions arc small, they havelittle effect except when their spacing is

chosen so that the interferences add in phase. This leads to a dispersion diagram that

contains regions of pass bands, in which a wave propagates, and stop bands, in which

the tube presents a reactive load and a will not transmit energy. As the size of the

disruptions increase, the pass bands become narrow and the stop bands are wide.

Depending on the details, aparticular structure might support a standing wave or a

travelling wave, and in the latter case the phase and group velocities could be in the

same ,_ opposite directions.
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Several slow wave structm_sam displayedin theFigure 5-1. Tlm magnetronand

klystron are examples of standing wave devices. Their pass bands are quite narrow,

theirtunabilityislowunlessmechanicaladjustmentismade,andtheirmachining

tolerancesarcsevereatshortwavelengths.By comparison,thestrucuncofthe

waveringwavembe _ andbackwardwaveoscillator(BWO) havesuperior

di_ion characteristicswhichleadtobroadbandoperation,approachingoneoctave.

In the BWO the group velocity is direclrxtopposite to the phase velocity, so that the

output energy is taken from the cathode end.

5.2 WIDE APERTURE SLOW WAVE DEVICES

Theslowwavesourcesdiscussedabovesharethecommon characteristicthat

theirtransversedimensionsarclessthanthefreespacewavelengthoftheradiation

theyproduce.Thisleadstopoorscalingtomillimeterwavelengthsalongwith

increasinglylimitedpowercapabilityduetotheneedforadequateheatdissipation.

Some aspectsofthisdifficultycanbcovercomewithlargeapertureslowwave

structures.Two examplesarcshowninFigure5-2,theLea:latron[ref6]whichuses

anOl)Cngratingconcept,andtheCherenkovlaser[ref7],whichusesa

dielectric-loadedsmoothwaveguide.Botharclaboratoryitemsatpresentwithno

commercialequivalent.

Whiletherearctwomodesofoperationfortheledatron,thesimplestandmost

tunableinvolvesaninteractionnotunlikethatofanextendedinteractionklystron,but

theklystroncavitymode isreplacedwiththestandingwaveinasimpleFabry-Perot

resonatorthatoperatessinglemodebyvirtueofthemirrorshapesandspacing.The

modeischosensothattheE-fieldisperpendiculartothegratinggroovelines.This

meansthatnearthegratingwherethee-beamwillpass,theE-fieldissmall

immediately above the groove peaks, but is large (and oscillating) immediately above

the groove troughs. A sheet electron beam directed over the top of the grating can then

exchange energy with the standing wave. One view of this interaction is that the

grating is shielding the electrons from the E-field at time when the phase is not

favorable, and exposing the electrons to the field when the phase is favorable.

A tuning range of only about 1/2 percent is possible with beam voltage alone,

but this can be extended to 40 percent if the spacing between the flat mirror and grating
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is also adjusted. While the system has the fabricationadvantageof a largecavity, there

is still a drawbackregardingheatingin that the e-beammust have close proximityto

the gratingsurface.

The geometryshown in Figure 5-2.b allows a Cherenkovinteraction betweena

sheet electron beam anda slow TM mode, guidedbya thindielectricfilm on a metal

sheet. Cherenkov emission is possible whenever the e-beam velocity matchesor

exceeds the light velocity in thedielectric. The emittedwavelengthwill be that for

which the electron velocity matchesthe phase velocity of the guidedwave. That this
condition should exist at ali can be understood as follows. When _/d >> 1, the EM

wave is mostly outsidethe dielectricand it thereforehas phase velocity approachingc,

while at shortwavelengths the wave has significantenergy in the f'tlmandthe phase

velocity approachesc/n, where n is the dielectric constant. There will be some

intermediatewavelength,roughlycomparableto the thicknessof the dielectric, that

will have a phase velocity between c and c/n that canmatch with e-beamsof roughly 1

MeV energy.

A wide tuningrange is possible by variationof the e-beam energy, and an

example of a calculatedtuningcurveis included in the figure. Although this
calculation covers two ordersof magnitudein wavelength, good coupling between the

e-beam and guided wave provides sufficient gain only over a much narrower,butstill

impressiverange. The restrictionresultsin part fromthe inability to optimallymatch

the e-beam size to theopticalmode over a wide frequencyrange.

To date the experimentsof Walsh [ref 7, 20, 21] have producedan

approximate three-fold tuningrangefor a single device, spanning375 to 1000 I_m.As

with the leda_ron, the Cherenkov laserstill requiresclose proximitybetween the e-
beamandadielectricsurface.

5.3 FAST WAVE DEVICES

The fast wave devices breakaway from the need for proximity of the e- beam

toasurface,providingaclearpathtohighpoweroperationbywayofimproved

thermalmanagement.Two examplesarethegyrotronandfreeelectronlaser(FEL).

In both cases the electromagneticwave moves withphase velocity very nearly c, and

the orbitof the e-_am is manipulatedto achieve phase matching.
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.-_ Figure 5-3 (a) shows basics of the gyrotronoperation. An electron beam with
• ; a highdegreeof transverseenergyis injected into a solenoidalfield withina circular

waveguide. Electrons undergointerwovenhelical trajectoriesthat,when phased!

I cooperatively,can produceazimuthalE- fields at specific radiiand therebycouple to

predete_ TE cavitymodes operating usually atthecyclotronfrequencyof the

] appliedmagnetic field or its first harmonic. The phase bunching occurs
nc(_ssary as

the electronsrelativisticmass changesslightly while they exchange energy with the

F] field. An imlx:ntantqualityof thegyrotrondi_on propertiesis that the majorityof
LJ the transverseenergy canbe convertedinto the EM wave before synchronismis no

] longerpossible, permittingsystemefficiencies routinelyin the 20-40 percentrange.
While the gyrotronhas a geometry amenableto high power, it is not generally

tunableeven though the frequencyis determined by the magnetic field, which ingeneralis highly adjustable.The reasonis thate-beam envelope and cavity shape must
be carefullychosen so thatonly one TE mode is drivenover threshold,otherwise the

'_ efficiencydrops dramatically.An exampleof how severe the competition can be is

shownin Figure 5-3 Co).Here thethresholdcurrentsarecalculated [ref9] for a

to operateon harmonicof the cyclotron
specific 245 GHz experimentintended the2nd

frequencyand with TE 051 mode. Note how the 'rE 1021 and TE 051 modes have

nearlyidentical excitation strengths. Forcalculations such as thisa specific e-beam
spatialprofileis assumed, andmode competition can be even worse if in practice there

j areexcessive deviationsfrom the properbeam profile. As mentioned in Section 2.2,these problems can in principlebe largely suppressed if open, optical style, resonator

techniquesareemployed and theirmode selection propertiesexploited. This is a key
U growthareafor the gyrotroncommunity, and may lead to simultaneous high power,

high efficiency, and tunability.

_] Theother fastwave device for special consideration is the free electron laser

(FEL). There is no othersource which has the samepotential for versatility, including

I tunability,high powercapability,and general freedom with respect to temporal pulse
shape. Indeed, the FEL is at the sametime proposed as a meansto destroy mi:;sile

I warheadshalf a worldaway,and as a path to new medical advances. Whether it
achieves these goals or the manyother optimistic predictionsof the lastdecade remains

to be seen.

Q
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The general FEL concept is shown in Figure 5-4. The energy exchangebetween

electrons and photonspmcee.ds by meansof a synchronismwithin the wiggler

between the transversecomponent of the electronvelocity and the transversefield of

the optical wave. The wiggler borecan be large, in fact the entirewigglercan, in

principle, be replaced with a low frequency EM wave propagatingcounterto the

e-beam, so there is no fundamentalrequirementforclose proximityof the e-beam to
:7

any surface. In reality,FELs with good electron-photoncoupling havesmall _,iggler

bores to provide the highest possible magneticfield. This is similarto the situation

i] with the gyrotronff the waveguide is replacedwith an opticalcavity. There will be a
I

tendency to small bores whenever high magneticfields are required.

In contrast to the conventional waveguided gyrotmn, the FEL mode control is

accomplished with the end mirrorsso proximity to the bore surfaceis for that reason is

unnecessary. Also distinguishing the FEL from the gyrotronis the the lack andany
frequency limitationdue to magnetic field strengthlimitation. Synchronismis easily

,! achieved,invariousdevices,frommillimetertox-raywavelengths.Thistunability
I has been demonstrated in various experimentsover the last several years. The initial

Los Alamos device [Ref 17] covered approximately9 to 35 microns, theMark HInow

being reconstructed at Duke University lases over the 2.0 to 5.5 micron range [ref 11],

the LLNL induction linac FEL, ELF [ref 15], has operated at 2 to 8 mm, and the

_] VEPP-3 ring FEL at Novosibirsk [ref 16]has covered the from 240 tostolage range

690 nm.

[] N°twithstancling the P°tential f°r versatility' the FEL' with its c°mplex'
expensive, and bulky hardware, is not replacing other sources and is not likely do so

in the nearfuture except in relatively narrowapplications,for examplethose requiring
very high average powers (an as yet unprovencapability). There is a broadapplication

areafortheFEL inthesourcepoorregionsoftheIRspectrum.
TheFEL hasgoodscalingpotentialfromtheIR,whereithasbeenmost

U successful,towardthemillimeterandmicrowaveregion.Theelectron-photon
couplingstrengthincreasesrapidlyatthelongerwavelengths.Thiscouplingis,ina

l simplifiedsense,ameasureofhow welltheelectronvelocitycanbealignedwiththeE-fieldofthedesiredopticalmode.Whilethisscalingisfavorable,themore

traditionalmillimetersourceshavegoodcouplingalreadywiththeTM modesofthe

D slowwavestructuresandthehightransversee-beamvelocityofthegyrotron.Thus

U
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the fact the theFEL can also have comparablecouplingin mi/limeterregionis actually
..... a way to see that its coupling becomes quitepoorat the shorterwavelengths. Infact,

establishing laseraction at ali in thelR ande_y the visible can be challenging.

' If tunabilitywere ignored,it is not likelythatthe FEL would compete well with
i the gyrotronup to the maximum reasonablegyrotronfrequencyof a few hundred

iI
Although the FEL electron-photoncouplingscales well to millimeter

!I wavelengths, these longer wavelengths tendto favorlower e-beam voltages and that in
_J

mm leads to beam control problems in wide aperturesystems. An axial magnetic
r ! guide field is often necessary as the beam voltage drops below several MeV, which is
l typic_!y the case in millimeter systems. Thisappliesto typicalexperiments to date

involving kilo-ampere cunents and higher [ref49]. The millimeterFEL can be made

to at much lower currents, and with muchimprovedelectron transport,ff the
work

optical gain and laserefficiency arereduced,butthis regime is yet to be explored. The

interaction between the guide and wiggler fields complicates the orbitsin
a generally

deleterious manner [ref 50] comparedto whatwould be possible ff somehow the space

charge problemcould be circumvented without the guide field.
Wh_e FEL res'Jnance can be achievedat virtuallyany frequency, the optical

system will limit the usable tunability. Optical parameterswhich must be controlled
overthefullbandwidthofoperationinclude,longitudinalandtransversemode

_| selection, mode size, cavity losses, and cavity outcoupling. As yet there has been little
development for highly broadband cavities, mostly because designs to date have been

highly optimized to achieve maximum performance. After excellent narrow-band

performance is achieved, the broadband development work will start.

_] One positive aspect of this problem forthe FEL at the longer wavelengths(millimeter and microwave) is that the optical gain can be so large that thecavity need

not operate near optimum. In the lR and visible the need for near-optimum systems

I compromisestheopportunityforbroadbanding.Oneoctavestuningrangemay bethe

reasonablelimitforgoodpowerandefficiencyintheIR,withperhapstwooctavesin

I range, anyeventtheFEL isnotlikelytobea
themillimeterandmicrowave In

compact,simplesourceanytimesoon.

|
n
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SECTION 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This reporthas summarizedthe nature,capabilities,andpotential of existing

miUimeterand microwavesourcesin orderto provideinsight _ to the meritof the

newly proposed plasmaupshift source. In some sense the existing sources are

competitors, and it is against that backdropthat the oppommities for new sources must

be viewed. Capability for tunability at moderatelyhigh powers has been emphasized.

At low powers, on the orderof watts, the development of the IMPATr diode has filled

many of todays application needs. At the higherpowers there exists a broadarrayof

devices; a maturegroupwith little broadbandcapability, and new devices which do

have potential for broadbanding.

The capabilitiesof the vacuum electronic sources has been discussed in terms

of the development paths and the underlyingcharacteristicsthatlead to variousdegrees

of versatility. It has been intended that thiswill enable the readerm gain a perspective

on what potential propertiesarerequiredof new concepts if the_'are to be of interest.

A clear trendhas been identified in the sources being now developed in that they utilize

broadbandresonance mechanisms with a minimumof mechanicalprecision requirexL

The plasma upshift source fits in this progressionalong with the gyrotron,ledatron,
Cherenkov lasers, and the FEL. With several broadband mechanisms now

demonstrated,the development challenge is to combine them with broadbandoptical

systems.

The application potential for the plasma upshift source looksparticularlybright

in the areaof time-dependent frequency shifting, particularlyconcerning shifts which

occur on a periodby period basis. This specific case Lsof high interest today in the

area known as impulse radar,or crafted wave radar.The plasma upshift source may

be the appropriatedriverfor a wide b_l power amplifier,such as the gyrotron. The

advantages of ultra wide bandradararenot yet proven, but should they becomes so,

funding for crafted wave sources will skyrocket. Independentof the radar,the plasma

upshift source has potential above 100 GI-_ the point at which inexpensive sources

are as yet unavailable.
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